Identity Facilitated Advisory Sessions & Toolkits (Identity FAST)
Enable your Business and Workforce by Aligning your IAM Program with Digital, Cybersecurity and Compliance

Building and continually optimizing a strategic Identity and Access Management (IAM) Program is critical to an organization’s ability to balance IT business enablement, digital transformation, and risk management. However, expectations across various stakeholders often differ and driving change while maximizing user adoption of IAM capabilities is difficult. Mature IAM programs require a clearly defined strategy/vision, empowered stakeholders, efficient processes, and multiple technology capabilities all working as a cohesive system.

Optiv’s Identity Facilitated Advisory Sessions & Toolkits (Identity FAST) meets your organization where you are in your IAM journey to define how you can address gaps within your environment including people, processes and technology. Optiv will evaluate your IAM program, derive achievable action plans and build a business case around IAM to align strategic importance and help you gain executive stakeholder buy in.

How We Do It

PRE-ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Our team will facilitate data collection, discovery and expectation alignment while establishing a framework for engagement efficiencies.

ANALYSIS & DELIVERABLES
Our IAM Advisors will create a strategic action plan that is tailored for your program’s current and future state. Optiv’s proprietary toolkits are included to support your IAM foundational program.

FACILITATED ADVISORY SESSIONS
Through collaborative sessions, our IAM advisors will work with you to identify top priorities, gaps, dependencies and processes to craft tailored recommendations that improve IAM architecture and program maturity.

CONTINUOUS ENGAGEMENT
Our trusted IAM advisors are here to support your IAM journey by providing end to end services in terms of strategy, design, execution and operationalization.

The Optiv Advantage
Optiv’s Identity FAST delivers action-oriented strategy with tactical recommendations and leave-behind toolkits to reach IAM maturity and align strategic importance with all stakeholders.
ELEVATE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE:
Align IAM projects with strategic business initiatives, enlist executive level sponsorship and integrate with existing governance and compliance programs.

OPTIMIZE YOUR IAM PROGRAM ALIGNMENT:
Build an action plan for a strong IAM foundation that enables alignment between your Identity sponsors and business stakeholders to increase program effectiveness.

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR IAM INITIATIVES:
Build an IAM program that can scale to meet the demands of a remote workforce and dynamic threat landscape while complying with evolving industry regulations.

TAILORED EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
- IAM tools inventory with logical architecture diagrams
- Observations on performance and effectiveness of current capabilities and processes
- In-progress and planned IAM projects
- IAM strategic drivers
- Risk register for current state

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS AND TACTICAL ACTION PLANS
- High-level business requirements
- Future-state logical architecture diagram
- Roadmap of priority projects
- Key decisions to move forward and risks of inaction
- Budgetary planning considerations
- Change management considerations

LEAVE-BEHIND TOOLKITS
- Sponsor & communication toolkits
- IAM portfolio prioritization modeling
- Technology evaluation matrix
- Change resistance strategies

Client Benefits

Secure your security.™
Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a “one-stop” trusted partner with a singular focus on cybersecurity. Our end-to-end cybersecurity capabilities span risk management and transformation, cyber digital transformation, threat management, security operations, identity and data management, and integration and innovation, helping organizations realize stronger, simpler and more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs that support business requirements and outcomes. At Optiv, we are leading a completely new approach to cybersecurity that enables clients to innovate their consumption models, integrate infrastructure and technology to maximize value, achieve measurable outcomes, and realize complete solutions and business alignment. For more information about Optiv, please visit us at www.optiv.com.